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Editorial

The radiotherapy of malignant diseases has reached much
progress during the past decade. Thus, intensity modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT), RapidArc and Stereotaxy now
belong to the standard modalities of tumor treatment with
high energy radiation in clinical practice. In recent time, the
particle therapy with protons and partially with heavy car-
bon ions has reached an important completion of these mo-
dalities with regard to some suitable applications. In spite of
this enrichment essential features need further research ac-
tivities and publications in this field: Nuclear reactions and
the role of the released neutrons; electron capture of posi-
tively charged nuclei at lower projectile energies (e.g. in the
environment of the Bragg peak and at the distal end of the
particle track); correct dose delivery in scanning methods by
accounting for the influence of the lateral scatter of
beamlets.1–7 Deconvolution methods can help to overcome
these problems4 ,which already occur in radiotherapy of very
small photon beams.8

With regard to studies of clinical/radiobiological implica-
tions the accurate knowledge of the described problems is an
essential feature and starting point. We particular mention
the influence of released neutrons and the electron capture
to the LET and RBE. In particular, electron capture of heavy
ions such as carbon influences many aspects of this therapy
modality and the superiority of these ions is drastically re-
duced in the domain of the Bragg peak.3 Figures 1 – 3 make
apparent the influence of electron capture for heavy carbon
ions. Thus, all positively charged projectile show in the high
energy domain a stripping effect, i.e. the charged projectile

FIG. 1: Effective charge of the projectile nuclei proton, α-particle
and carbon. The initial energy amounts to 400 MeV/nucleon.

FIG. 2: Effective charge of the three projectile nuclei in the low
energy region of Figure 1.

FIG. 3: E(z) versus dE/dz of a carbon ion in dependence of the depth
z; the initial energy amounts to 400 MeV/nucleon.
(With regard to the Figures 1 – 3 it should be mentioned that inde-
pendent of the initial energy (e.g 500 MeV/nucleon or 300
MeV/nucleon) the initial charge of the impinging carbon ion is always
q = 6+. The publication 3 also presents effective charges q(E) of car-
bon ions with different initial energy.)

captures a surrounding electron, but this electron goes lost
before a transition to a free shell can occur (Barkas effect).
Only at lower projectile velocities the transition can occur.
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In the case of carbon ions we have to consider a cascade of transitions to free atomic shells of carbon. At first, (C6+)12 will be
changed to (C6,5+)12, and this electron capture effect is repeated, until the carbon ion is transformed to (C6,1+)12 in the Bragg peak
domain. At the distal end we obtain neutral carbon (or helium or hydrogen). Thus in the Bragg peak region the difference be-
tween the three projectile nuclei is rather small. Compared to protons the significantly increased importance of nuclear reac-
tions and related fission products of carbon ions represents a further rather unresolved problem in the case of heterogeneous
media. Contributions to these aspects can be found in the publications below, which should stimulate other authors to consider
further research projects in this field.
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